
Aspect EYFS Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 

Asking and answering questions 

Use everyday language with 

some scientific vocabulary to ask 

simple questions. 

Ask questions that can be 

answered and researched 

using books and videos. 

Introduction of more scien-

tific vocabulary. 

Use scientific vocabulary to 

ask and answer questions.  

Use a range of source mate-

rials (books, videos, inter-

net). 

Use scientific vocabulary to ask 

and answer questions by using 

scientific enquiries.  

Plan scientific enquiries and recognize 

variables to help answer questions. 

Plan scientific enquiries and use appro-

priate techniques. Recognise and control 

variables to answer questions.  

Show curiosity about objects, 

events and people. Comments 

and asks questions about as-

pects of their familiar world 

such as the place where they 

Observations and measurements 

Use equipment such as magnify-

ing glasses or digital micro-

scopes, to make their observa-

tions on everyday objects and 

materials and describe them 

orally or written. 

Observe objects and de-

scribe changes over time.  

Begin to take measure-

ments, initially by compari-

sons, then using non-

standard units. 

Decide what observation 

should be made over time 

and  use a range of equip-

ment for measuring length, 

time, temperature and ca-

pacity. Record using stand-

ard units (m, cm, mm, kg, g, 

l, ml) 

Compare observations (plant 

in dark/ plant in light) 

Compare and explain observa-

tions made over time and  use a 

range of equipment for measur-

ing length, time, temperature 

and capacity.  

Take accurate measurements 

using standard measurements 

including time taken. Convert 

units if necessary. E.g 35mm = 

3.5cm,  128 minutes = 2 hours 8 

mins, 9 days = 1 week and 2 

days. 

Use a range of equipment to take 

repeat readings. Compare and explain 

results to improve reliability.  

The children select measuring equip-

ment to give the most precise results 

e.g. ruler, tape measure or trundle 

wheel, force meter with a suitable 

scale. 

During an enquiry, they make decisions 

and choose a range of equipment to take 

repeat readings of own experiments. e.g. 

whether they need to: take repeat read-

ings (fair testing); increase the sample 

size (pattern seeking); adjust the obser-

vation period and frequency (observing 

over time); or check further secondary 

sources (researching); in order to get 

accurate data (closer to the true value). 

Closely observes what animals, 

people and vehicles do and can 

talk about some of the things 

they have observed (plants, ani-

mals, natural and found ob-

jects). Use senses to explore the 

world around them. Make links 

and notice patterns in their ex-

perience. Can explain why some 

things occur, and talk about 

changes based on observations. 

 

Investigating 

Look at simple tests and conduct  

class experiments. 

 

Conduct simple tests and 

discuss fairness in groups. 

Construct tests and describe 

the fairness of the test by 

comparing results. 

Construct reliable tests by com-

paring results with other people 

and keeping the same variables. 

Construct reliable tests by repeating 

them and understand the different 

variables. Repeat the test for reliabil-

ity and accuracy and compare results. 

Construct own scientific enquiries and 

recognize and control the variables. Re-

do the test for reliability and accuracy 

and compare results. 

Talks about why things happen 

and how things work. They talk 

about the features of their own 

immediate environment and 

how environments might vary 

from one another.  Find ways to 

solve problems / find new ways 

Identifying and classifying 

Sort objects with adult support Sort objects independently 

with given criteria. 

Be able to sort and group 

materials and recognize own 

catergories.  

Begin to use and create simple 

keys to help classify  objects and 

materials. Begin to understand 

differences and similarities.  

Use and develop keys to help identify 

living things and materials. Under-

stand differences and similarities. 

Identify and explain changes and 

patterns in the world.  

Develop ideas of grouping, se-

quences, cause and effect. De-

veloping an understanding of 

growth, decay and changes over 

time. Shows care and concern 

for living things and the environ-

ment. Children know about simi-

larities and differences in rela-

tion to places, objects, materials 

Gathering & analyzing data 

Collect simple data as a class to 

help with simple test. E.g  T 

models how to collect data from 

a growing plant over time. 

Collect data and discuss 

using scientific vocabulary.  

Gather data and record ap-

propriately to help answer 

questions. 

Gather data and record appro-

priately to help compare and 

find similarities within the same 

test conducted by others. Use 

evidence from test. 

Gather data from multiple tests and 

compare. Explain reliability and accu-

racy using scientific evidence.  

Gather multiple data from own tests and 

compare. Explain reliability and accuracy 

using scientific evidence. Use results to 

predict  and propose further tests. 

Choose the resources they need 

for their chosen activities  

 

Recording data 

Read tally charts and picto-

grams. 

Create own tally charts and 

pictograms. 

Use tables, bar charts and 

pictograms to record data 

gathered.  

Use tables, bar charts and time 

graphs to record data.  

Use line graphs and interpret data to 

reach more detailed conclusions. Use 

ICT equipment to record findings. 

Choose own method of recording data 

including line graphs, scatter graphs, pie 

charts and ICT equipment. 

 

Drawing conclusions 

Discuss results with adult sup-

port. 

Using some scientific lan-

guage, discuss the results of 

the test. 

Use of writing frames and 

displays to help report con-

clusions.  

Use of displays, presentations 

and written reports to present 

conclusions. Discuss predictions 

of further tests.  

Use a range of written methods and 

presentations to show results of ex-

periments. Use evidence from tests to 

show reliability of scientific enquiry 

and explain what future testing could 

be done. 

Use a range of written methods or 

presentatons to show findings of experi-

ment including evidence. Compare re-

sults gathered with a previous scientific 

study and explain how repeat testing 

ensures reliability and degree of trust. 

Create simple representations of 

events, people and objects  
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